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Google Interview Intrusion – Handout 1 Course description Instructors: Bill Jacobs and Curtis Fonger When: January 12 – 15, 5:00 – 18:30 in 32-124 Website: Classic question #1: Coin PuzzleTe you have 8 coins that are all the same weight except one that is slightly heavier than the others (you do not
know which coin is heavier). You also have an anold-style balance that allows you to weigh two piles of coins to see which one is heavier (or if they are the same weight). What's the least weighing you can do that will tell you which coin is heavier? Interview tips When a question is asked, open a dialog
box with the interviewer. Tell them what you think. For example, you can suggest a slow or partial solution (let them know that the solution is not ideal), mention some observations about the problem, or say any ideas that might lead to a solution. Often, interviewers will give clues if you're stuck. You will
often be asked to write a program during an interview. For some reason, interviewers tend to write programs on a whiteboard or on a sheet of paper instead of on a computer. It is good to practice by writing code on board to prepare for it. Here's a list of do's and don's when planning a programming
interview:Do's•Ask for an explanation about the problem if you didn't understand something or if there's any ambiguity Academia.edu uses cookies to customize content, customize ads, and improve the user experience. By using our site, you agree to our information collection using cookies. To learn
more, check out our Privacy Policy.× I am aware that the notes for preparing a potential employee for a Google-style job interview are available. I wonder if there are employers who have tips for monitoring employers on how to screen candidates. I believe that understanding good code design is crucial,
that is to put responsibilities on the right code, to reduce dependencies to a minimal, appropriate encapsulation of complex things, separation of concerns, etc. I recently hired someone who is a decent codeoly and problem solving, but I have to fix it regularly when he starts with new submoduli because
he still doesn't know the design aspect of coding. That means i could do some rudimental analysis on how he structures things and what the API should be, but if I don't stop it, it always ends up more complicated than it needs to be, and I honestly think he doesn't know how to do it better, because they
are really the same things that I've given him over and over again. Since I will employ more people down the road and because I am tired of having to highlight the same flaws in design over and over again, I am interested in tips for testing people's design skills and also book recommendations on how to
master large software projects without ending up as a tight federal component with arcane code – which unfortunately seems to be how most projects end up...
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